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Abstract
The goal of this article is to present our work
about a combination of several syntactic
parsers to produce a more robust parser. We
have built a platform which allows us to
compare syntactic parsers for a given language
by splitting their results in elementary pieces,
normalizing them, and comparing them with
reference results. The same platform is used to
combine several parsers to produce a
dependency parser that has larger coverage
and is more robust than its component parsers.
In the future, it should be possible to
“compile” the knowledge extracted from
several analyzers into an autonomous
dependency parser.
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Introduction

Our laboratory is involved in two international
projects: C-STAR (Blanchon and Boitet 2000),
with its associated European project NESPOLE!,
for speech translation and UNL, Universal
Networking Language (Sérasset and Boitet 2000),
for written translation. These two projects are
characterized by the use of a pivot representation
of the utterance and by the fact that the utterance to
be translated is likely to be “ill-formed”, i.e. not
conform to a academic language grammar. In a
pivot system, an utterance in a source language is
parsed to yield a pivot representation which
generate into a target language is performed. To
process ill-formed data, we need robust analysis
tools capable of producing a partial analysis.
The goal is to specify, design and develop a
multilingual platform, called DepAn (Dependency
Analysis), which compares parsers for a given
language by splitting their results in elementary
pieces, normalizing them, and comparing them
with reference results, and which combine these
parsers to produce a dependency parser that has
larger coverage and is more robust than its
component parsers.

The platform combines several analyses of the
same utterance, and then computes the best data to
produce the best possible analysis. Our approach is
based on the method called “vote by majority”, the
more common to the different parsers one data will
be, the stronger its weight will be, and also based
on a training method which adapts each vote
according to the typologies of utterances (domain,
style) and the abilities of the parsers.
The approach used, called c o m b i n a t i o n
approach, has known lots of success in speech
recognition (Fiscus 1997, Schwenck and Gauvain
2000), part of speech tagging (Halteren and al.
1998, Brill and al. 1998, Marquez et Padro 1998),
named entity recognition (Borthwick and al. 1998),
word sense disambiguation (Pedersen, 2000) and
recently in parsing (Henderson and Brill 1999),
Inui and Inui 2000, Monceaux and Robba 2003).
These works prove that combining different
systems provides an improvement in comparison to
the best system.
Our work in syntactic analysis are distinguished
from our predecessors by the combination methods
that we use. Our platform is made up of a
statistical processing, a correspondence processing
and a reconstruction processing. Furthermore, we
base our platform on a dependency representation
that describes the syntactic relations between
words. A study realized within the framework of
the international projects, CSTAR and UNL,
suggests that this representation type is adapted to
a robust and partial parsing.
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Analysis platform design

The platform must not integrate the parsers, but it
must be able to extract the linguistic data from
their analyses, interpret them, combine them, and
produce a dependency tree (or several) combining
the best extracted data.
2.1

Processing steps

The platform process comprizes two stages: the
standardization of the analysis results and the

construction of the dependency analysis (see
Figure 1).
The standardization is made up of two steps:
• The extraction step permits to recover the
linguistic data of analysis produced by the
linguistic parsers. These parsers are shared out
in three groups according to their analysis
results (Monceaux and Robba 2002): t h e
parsers based on the chunks which segment
the sentence in syntagms (chunks), the parsers
based on the dependencies which produce
dependencies between words of a sentence,
and the parsers based on the chunks and the
dependencies which segment the sentence in
syntagms and produce dependencies between
syntagms and words.
• The projection step process the extracted data
to produce a set of dependency structures,
called standardized structures. a rate is
associated at each data (pos, syntactic
relations, etc.) according to the parser which
produces it. These rates, called confidence
rates, are pre-calculated during a training step
(see 2.3 Confidence rate). A dependency
structure is described by a matrix
representation offering both handiness and
efficiency (see 2.2 Dependency matrix).
The construction is made up of three steps:
• The correspondence step links the nodes of the
different normalized structures provided by the
previous step. So, we create a structure, called
segmentation network (SN), which represents
the different segmentations of a sentence and
the links between the nodes of the normalized
structures. This network represents the “pivot
l i n k ” between these structures (see 3.1
Correspondence of the dependency structures).
• The combination step according to established
links produces a single dependency
representation which contains all the extracted
linguistic data. The resulting data can be such
as inconsistancies i.e. a word can’t be both a
noun and a verb (contradictory part-of-speech).
The confidence rate of these data are then
recalculated (see 3.2 Combination of the
linguistic data).
• The production step builds the new
dependency structures according to the
combined data, their new confidence rates, and
some linguistic and structural constraints (see
3.3 Production of the dependency structures).

Figure 1: Functional architecture
2.2

Dependency matrix

Our analysis platform is based on the
dependencies, i.e. it produces dependencies
between the words of a sentence. In our platform, a
dependency structure is described by a matrix
representation. Our representation, called
Dependency Matrix (DM), is made up of a couple
<L,M>:
• L is a list of nodes. A node is made up of a set
of linguistic data (part of speech and
grammatical variable). Each node represents a
word.
• M is a square matrix which describes the
dependencies between the nodes of L. M(i,j)
contains the set of syntactic dependencies
between i node and j node of L.

Figure 2: Syntatic dependency structure

The DM corresponding to the syntactic
dependency structure above is:
L=
la

::

pos=determinant

recherche

::

pos=noun

française

::

pos=adjective

perd

::

pos=verb

ses

::

pos=determinant

moyens

::

pos=noun

The confidence rate corresponds to the Fmeasure which combines recall and accuracy in a
single measure:
F - measure Ai (D) =

Where β is an accuracy coefficient, 1 ≥ β ≥ 0.

€

M=

Within the framework of our work, we want to
be able to set our platform according to our needs
in analysis: information retrieval, machine
translation, parsing, etc. We introduce the
accuracy coefficient β (between 0 and 1) into the
F-measure. It permits to customize the platform
and so the final analysis: if β is close to 0, the
accuracy will be favoured in the calculation of the
confidence rate. In the following, β will be equal to
1. It will be interesting to introduce a second
coefficient for the recall (evaluation in progress).
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A matrix representation has two advantages for
the automatic process:
• Handiness: mathematic tools are associated to
matrix: addition, deletion, comparison, etc.
These tools permit a simple processing of the
data contained in the matrix.
• Effectiveness: efficient methods are associated
to matrix: pattern matching methods,
combination methods, etc.
We choose also to use a matrix representation
because the combination of different dependency
structures provides a graph containing all the
possible dependencies.
2.3

Confidence rate training

In (Brunet-Manquat 2003), we present projection
rules to transform the extracted data into a set of
normalized data. Each normalized data D is
associated to a confidence rate of the data D
according to the parser which produces it.
The rates are calculated according to the parser
evaluations. For each parser Ai , we calculate the
recall and the accuracy of each linguistic data D
produced by Ai :
number of corrected data D
RecallAi (D) =€
number of reference data D

€
Accuracy Ai (D) =
€

€

number of corrected data D
number of nominated data D

(β 2 + 1) × Accuracy Ai (D) × RecallAi (D)
β 2 × Accuracy Ai (D) + RecallAi (D)

Dependency structure construction

At the end of the normalization process, a set of
dependency strutures is associated to each
sentence. The next step consists in combining these
structures to obtain a single dependency
representation which contains all the linguistic data
of these structures. To perform this combination,
we must put in correspondence these dependency
structures.
3.1

Correspondence of the dependency
structures

The structure correspondence consists in
regrouping the nodes representing the same word
into a sentence (the shared minimal data). But it
consists also in representing the word conflicts
produced by the different segmentations of a
sentence because of, for example, compound
words (words high energy or word high-energy),
dictionnary terms (words United Kingdom or word
United_Kingdom), etc.
In order to represent the correspondences, we
create a structure, called segmentation network
(SN), that represents the different segmentations of
a sentence and links the nodes of the normalized
structures. This network represents the “pivot link”
between these structures.
A SN is a lattice; each node of this lattice
represents a possible segment of a word and serves
to link the nodes of the dependency structures. In
practice, a node Nsn of a SN is made up of two
data:
• SNODE: a sequence which represents a
substring of a sentence. For example, the
words of the sentence “On avait dénombré
cent vingt-neuf candidats” have to SNODE:
On[1,2], avait[3-7], dénombré[8-15], etc. This

data is based on the proposal of (Boitet and
Zaharin,1988) Structured String-Tree
Correspondences (SSTC).
• L: a set which contains the nodes of the
normalized structures linked to the node Nrs.
The first step consists in creating an initial SN
for each dependency structure. Each initial node
Nsn of an initial SN is created according to a node
Ni of the dependency structure Sk:
SNODE(Nsn)=SNODE(Sk.Ni) & L(Nsn)={Sk.Ni}
Then the nodes of the initial SN are inserted into
the lattice according to their appearance order into
the sentence (according to their SNODE). In the
following, we take two dependency structures S1
and S2, and their initial segmentation networks SN1
and SN2:

The final segmentation network represents the
possible segmentations of the sentence and links
the nodes of structures between them1. Now the
correspondences between the nodes of the
structures are established, we can combine these
structures to provide a single dependency
representation, which combine all linguistic data of
these structures.
3.2

Let us do the correspondences between SN1 and
SN2. First, the initial network SN1 is chosen as the
basic SN, called SNbase. We use two rules to
introduce the nodes of the others SN into the basic
SN:
•

Rule 1) Correspondence: If a node Ni of SNk
is equal to a node Nsn of the SNbase (equal if
SNODE(Ni)==SNODE(Nsn)), Nsn will be
linked to the node Ni: L(Nsn) = L(Nsn) ∪ L(Ni).

•

Rule 2) Insertion: If a node Ni of SNk is not
equal to a node of SNbase, this node will be
inserted in SNbase according to their SNODE.

Combination of the linguistic data

The correspondences between the different
structures being established, the combination step
of linguistic data can begin. The method used here
is based on the method known as “majority vote”:
the more common to the different parsers one data
will be, the stronger its weight will be.
At the end of the correspondence phase, a set of
dependency structures and a segmentation network
SN are associated to every sentence. The first stage
consists in creating a dependency structure, called
combined matrix CM (the nodes of the SN will be
used as nodes for this representation) for each
segmentation network. This matrix is filled with
the linguistic data contained in the associated
dependency structures.
For example, we regroup dependencies for the
previous SNb:

The first nodes on[1-2], avait[3-7], dénombré[815] of SN2 verify the first rule. They correspond to
the nodes on[1-2], avait[3-7], dénombré[8-15] of
SNbase. The fourth node cent vingt-neuf[16-19] of
SN2 verifies the second rule, so it is inserted into
SNbase. The last node of SN2 candidats[30-38]
verifies the first rule. We obtain the following
lattice:
1

In (Brunet-Manquat 2004), we propose to improve the
correspondence step by adding correspondence rules
allowing processing the compound words or dictionary
terms, for example, by establishing a relation between
the node United_Kingdom and the nodes United and
Kingdom.

Subsequently, we associate a confidence rate p
for each data:

Corrected calculation: the combined rate of the
data D is equal to the sum of the confidence rates
of data Di minus the sum (multiplied by a
correction coefficient) of the confidence rates of
the data contradictory to D, the whole divided by
the number of parsers that can provide the data D:
(∑ Rconfidence(Di ) − α × ∑ Rconfidence(Dp ))
Rcombined (D) =
Where

Each confidence rate could be seen as a weighted
€
vote of a parser A i for a data D. During a training
phase, these rates (votes) will be adapted to the
different abilities of the parser according to the
typologies (domain, style) of the reference
utterances.
Some linguistic data will be equivalent, some
others will be contradictory (for example the
dependency Subject(x, y) is contradictory with the
dependency Object(x, y), the part-of-speech are
mutually contradictory into a same word).
Finally, we group all the linguistic data Di of a
sentence S (D i is the data D provided by the parser
i), and we calculate the new associated confidence
rate, called combined rate, for each data D. A
combined rate of a data D is calculated according
to the confidence rates of all the data D . We
propose two calculations: standardized a n d
corrected calculations.
Standardized calculation: the combined rate of
a data D is equal to the sum of the confidence rates
of the data D i divided by the number n of parsers
that can provide this data D:
(∑ Rconfidence(Di))
Rcombined (D) =
Where

i

n

i = parser producing the data D;
n = number of parsers that can provide the data D.

€For example, let us calculate the combined rate
associated to the dependency OBJ(x, y) (the word
y is the object of the word x) provided by the
parsers A1 and A2. The combined rate associated
to OBJ(x, y) is equal to the sum of the two
confidence rates provided by A1 and A2:
confidence(OBJ::A1)=0.5 and confidence
(OBJ::A2)=0.7, divided by the number of parsers
that can provide this type of information (three for
the example), (0.5+0.7+0)/3 = 0.4. If the third
parser provides an other dependency, for example
SUBJ (x, y) (the word y is the subject of the word
x), and if the confidence rate of this data is 0.8, the
merged rate associated to SUBJ(x, y) is equal to
(0+0+0.8)/3 = 0.26.

i

p

n

i = parser producing the data D;
n = number of parsers that can provide the data D;
p = parser producing a date contradictory to D.
α = an correction coefficient, 1 ≥ α ≥ 0.

For the previous example, the syntactic
dependencies between words x and y are
contradictories: either OBJ(x, y), or SUBJ(x, y).
The combined rate associated to OBJ(x, y) is equal
to ((0.5+0.7) - (0.4*0.8))/3 = 0.29 (with a
correction coefficient at 0.4) and the combined rate
associated to SUBJ(x, y) is equal to (0.8 –
0.4*(0.5+0.7))/3 = 0.1.
These two calculations favour the linguistic data
provided by the greatest number of parsers. The
corrected calculation permits to treat both the
silence and the contradiction of others parsers.
3.3

Production of the dependency structures

This last step permits to build the new dependency
structures according to the data combined in the
previous step. These structures are produced
according to the combined rate associated to these
data, and linguistic and structural constraints. The
production is based on a constraint satisfaction
method made up of three rules:
Let D be a part-of-speech or a grammatical
variable of a combined matrix CM:
• For each node N of CM, D is kept if its
combined rate is higher than the combined
rates of the contradictory data.
Let D be a syntactic relation of CM:
• Only one syntactic dependency between two
nodes Ni et Nk is kept: The data with the best
confidence rate on the case CM(i, k) is kept;
• A node Ni depends on only one node Nk: In the
column CM(i), which represents the
dependencies Nk  N i , only the data with the
best confidence rate is kept.
Concerning the word conflicts resulting from the
different possible segmentations of a sentence, we
choose to keep only the nodes resulting from the
“best” word chunker among our parsers, i.e. the
parser with the word segmentation closer to the
segmentation of the reference corpus. Soon we will
introduce a process that associates a segmentation
rate to each node, which represents the confidence

on the word segmentation according to the parsers,
like the confidence rate on the linguistic data. This
rate will permit us to introduce a segmentation
constraint in our production step.
4
4.1

Experimentation and measures
Parsers and corpus

We experiment our platform on French. We have
three parsers for this evaluation: IFSP (Incremental
Finite-State Parser) (Aït-Mokhtar and Chanod
1997) which builds the syntactic groups (chunks)
of a sentence, and then uses the structure built to
extract the syntactic dependencies between words,
the parser of the GREYC (Vergne 1998) which
combines tagging methods to build not-recursive
chunks and a dependency algorithm to calculate
the dependency structure and XIP (Xerox
Incremental Parser) (Haït-mokhtar and al. 2002)
which has different linguistic processings
organized in an incremental way (morphological
tagging, chunk parsing, dependency extraction) to
obtain an dependency analysis.
The corpus used is the corpus of the university
Paris VII (Abeillé and Clément 1999). This corpus
is made up of a million sentences extracted from
“Le Monde”, a French newspaper. The sentences
are chunked and the words tag. A small part of this
corpus was standardized to correspond to a
dependency corpus. For this experimentation, we
use a reference corpus made up of 400 sentences,
arbitrarily selected, made up of long and complex
sentences, 30 words on average per sentence
(minimum 9 words, maximum 73 words). For
example:
« La cessation de paiement constatée, le tribunal
de commerce nomme un administrateur judiciaire,
qui doit évaluer les dettes - alors gelées - et
proposer soit un plan de continuation, soit la
liquidation judiciaire. »
4.2

GREYC: 77,8%, XIP: 79,9%) and each syntactic
dependency (for example, F-measure of subject
pos: IFSP: 50,0%, GREYC: 36,4%, XIP: 50,5%)
enable us to produce our combination results on
the 200 remaining sentences (see 3 Dependency
structure construction).

Training

The first 200 sentences of the reference corpus are
used in the training step. Our experimentation is
restricted with 10 linguistic data: 6 part-of-speech
(noun, verb, adjective, pronoun, preposition and
determinant) and 4 syntactic dependencies
(subject, object, complement and determinant).
Figure 3 represents the global measures for the
part-of-speech. Figure 4 represents the global
measures for the syntactic dependencies.
The syntactic dependency measures are bad
because the word average per sentence of the
reference corpus is high and also because the
sentences are difficult to analyze. The confidence
rates (F-measure) of each part-of-speech (for
example, F-measure of noun pos: IFSP: 78,4%,
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4.3

Evaluation

We evaluate our platform analysis and the other
parser analysis. The platform DepAn uses the
standardized calculation to combine the linguistic
data (see 3.2 Combination of the linguistic data).
The evaluation of part-of-speech tagging (see
Figure 5) shows that our approach permits a
significant gain of 2.6% in comparison to the best
parser according to the F-measure (DepAn: 86,3%
and GREYC: 84,1%). However, the gain is not
significant for the evaluation of syntactic
dependency (see Figure 6). It is equal to 1.1% in
comparison to the best parser (DepAn: 62,9% and
XIP: 62,2%).
This weak gain is understandable because the
standardized calculation used to combine all the
data D does not consider the data contradictory to
D. To improve the analysis, we propose another
calculation combining the linguistic data, the
corrected calculation (see 3.2 Combination of the
linguistic data). This calculation permits to treat
both silences and contradictions of others parsers.

The evaluation of the platform with the corrected
calculation is currently in progress.
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Conclusion

The platform DepAn allows us to compare
syntactic parsers for a given language by splitting
their results in elementary pieces, normalizing
them, and comparing them with reference results.
The same platform is used to combine several
parsers to produce a customized dependency
parser, which combines the different abilities of
these parsers and which is adapted to the style or
the domain of the reference utterances.
The evaluations show that our approach, a
combination processing associated with a
statistical processing, improve the analysis in
comparition to the used parsers. The gain is not
significant for the moment but the future
corrections will improve this gain.
Our platform is currently tested on English. We
use the SUSANNE (http://www.grampson.net)
corpus. The SUSANNE Corpus was created, with
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